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Abstract—Testing represents a crucial phase in the development of a software system, often requiring considerable effort and resources. Our purpose is to offer a novel approach for generating test cases, based on requirements specification. We make use of scenarios used in the requirements specification phase, taking into consideration the various relationships that can exist between scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The software development process is a lengthy and intricate process, covering several different phases. Whereas many different software processes have been defined over the years, four fundamental activities can be commonly defined for most processes: specification, design & implementation, validation and evolution [1]. The purpose of software validation is to show that a system “conforms to its specification and that it meets the expectations of the system customer” [1]. The main validation technique is represented by program testing, which is a very time consuming activity. Testing plays a vital role in deciding the delivery of the product, as well as ensuring the quality of the product [2].

Despite the fact that testing can only pinpoint the presence of errors, not their absence, as Dijkstra famously stated more than four decades ago [3], testing has a crucial role in the software development process. In order to be able to perform this task, the tester needs to generate test cases, ideally making sure that all requirements have been individually checked [4].

Through various kinds of research, many different ways of dealing with test generation have been proposed over the years, like path-oriented [5], goal-oriented [6] or intelligent approaches [7]. A different kind of classification refers to three types of testing: code-based, specification-based and model based. While the most common one may be the code-based (with testing performed at the coding stage), model-based testing (often taking place at the design phase) is also gaining increasing popularity. We are mostly concerned with generating test cases based on specifications and this paper presents our approach. As stated by Shanti et. al in [8], generating test cases from specifications presents “the added advantage of allowing test cases to be available early in the software development cycle, thereby making test planning more effective”.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our proposed approach. Section 3 focuses on sequence diagrams and dependency diagrams as they are used for requirements analysis, whereas section 4 discusses the normalization process. In section 5 we explain the process of generating primary and secondary test cases. Section 6 contains related work; concluding remarks and possible future research directions are presented in section 7.

II. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH

We propose a method of generating test cases based on requirements specifications. According to Ian Sommerville, use-case based testing represents an effective system testing approach, because it focuses on interactions [1].

We start from sequence diagrams, as representation of scenarios, derived from use cases. After expressing each diagram using a scenario matrix, we propose the process of normalizing the sequence diagrams. Next, we use dependency diagrams (previously introduced in [10]), to show relationships between scenarios, along with dependency formulas. Finally, the test case generation takes place: using path traversal through sequence diagrams, “primary” test cases will be generated. Similarly, “secondary” test cases will be generated by traversing paths through dependency diagrams.

We develop high-level test cases, not (low-level) unit testing; we are mostly concerned with generating tests from requirements. We focus on functional requirements and through testing we make sure that all functional requirements are fulfilled. An overview of our proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

III. SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS AND DEPENDENCY DIAGRAMS IN REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS

A. Sequence diagrams

The first major step in developing an application is finding out what the system should do, reflecting the needs of the end user (the “customer”) for the system that serves a certain purpose [1]. The process of finding out, analyzing and documenting these needs is called requirements engineering [1].
The requirements of a software system are usually classified into two main categories: functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Functional requirements state explicitly what the system should do, the kind of services it should provide, how it should react to certain inputs, how it should behave in given situations and sometimes even what the system should not do [1]. Non-functional requirements refer to constraints which usually apply to the whole system, like time or organizational constraints, security, performance, efficiency etc. While it is not always easy to separate the two types of requirements, we are mostly concerned with the functional requirements. Requirements specifications is “the process of writing down the user and system requirements in a requirements document” [1]. Requirements elicitation and analysis involves software engineers working together with the system end user. Natural language is often used to elicit requirements, usually supplemented by numerous types of notations. Use cases are widely used for particularly capturing functional requirements. They describe who does what with the system, for what purpose, without dealing with system internals. A complete set of use cases specifies all the different ways to use the system, and therefore defines all that is required of the system, from a high-level view.

One scenario represents an instance of a use case, and shows a single path through the use case. Thus, one may construct a scenario for the main flow through the use case, and other scenarios for each possible variation of flow through the use case. Several different scenarios are possible for a single use case. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) provides a graphical means of representing scenarios using sequence diagrams [1]. One sequence diagram typically represents a single use case scenario or flow of events. Sequence diagrams are often used for both analysis and design purposes, as they show the interactions between objects in the sequential order that those interactions occur.

Throughout our paper we will consider the example of a simple Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system. Let us start by focusing on the following scenario: the user approaches an ATM machine and is shown the main display; (s)he inserts an ATM card into the ATM machine; after the card has been authenticated with the bank, the main options menu is displayed. Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding sequence diagram for the above scenario.

As we defined in [12], a sequence diagram is a structure $(O, M, <)$, where:
- $O$ is the set of all objects appearing in the sequence diagram;
- $M$ is the set of all messages exchanged between objects;
- $<$ shows a partial ordering of the messages.

$M$ is the set of messages, and each message is a tuple $(M_{ijk}, N, W \{G\})$, where:
- $M_{ijk}$ is the kth message originating in object i and going to object j;
- $N$ is the name attached to the message;
- $W$ is the type of message; $W \in \{0, 1, 2\}$ (0: simple message, 1: synchronous message, 2: asynchronous message);
- $G$ is the guard attached to the message.

![Fig. 2 Simple sequence diagram for an ATM](image)

For a given scenario, a scenario matrix is an ordered list of all message tuples $(M_{ijk}, N, W \{G\})$ belonging to the scenario. Fig. 3 shows the scenario matrix corresponding to the sequence diagram in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 3 Scenario matrix for an ATM](image)
B. Dependency diagrams

Whereas one scenario represents a single "story" of the use of a system, numerous scenarios are needed for the complete description of the requirements specification of the system. When capturing the requirements, all the possible scenarios must be included.

As observed and developed in [10], these scenarios are not independent of each other, but several relationships and dependencies interconnect them. For instance, in the ATM system example, if we consider one scenario for creating a card with a bank, and another scenario for using the card for ATM operations, one of the system requirements is that the scenario of creating the card must precede the one of performing ATM operations. This illustrates a simple relationship of one scenario succeeding another ("succession", as defined in [10]).

We have previously introduced dependency diagrams in order to represent the relationships between scenarios; our work in [10] details the notation used, as well as the types of relationships that can exist between various scenarios.

After eliciting all scenarios illustrating the requirements (represented as sequence diagrams), we need to clearly define the relationship between them. These relationships will be illustrated through a series of dependency diagrams, along with a dependency formula for each of them.

In the following, we will illustrate some possible relationships applicable to the ATM system. Let us consider 3 different scenarios as follows: one for withdrawing cash (named Scenario_withdraw), one for depositing cash (named Scenario_deposit) and one for performing a cash transfer into a different account (named Scenario_transfer). At a given time, as the user approaches the ATM, either one of these scenarios is possible. (For instance, the user cannot withdraw cash and deposit cash at the same time.) We say that these three scenarios are related through a "disjunction" relationship [10].

The dependency formula for this simple example looks like in the following:

\[(\text{Scenario}\_\text{withdraw} \lor \text{Scenario}\_\text{deposit} \lor \text{Scenario}\_\text{transfer})\]

IV. NORMALIZATION

If we analyze the above example, we can make some important observations. Before proceeding, let us express the scenario matrices for each of the three scenarios mentioned in the previous section (we will simplify the notation and call them Sc₁, Sc₂ and Sc₃); they are represented in Fig. 4a, 4b and 4c, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sc}_1 &= \begin{bmatrix}
M_{211}, \text{Display}\_\text{main}\_\text{screen}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Insert}\_\text{card}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Request}\_\text{password}, 1 \\
M_{222}, \text{Enter}\_\text{password}, 1 \\
M_{223}, \text{Verify}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{241}, \text{Verify}\_\text{card}\_\text{with}\_\text{bank}, 1 \\
M_{241}, \text{OK}\_\text{bank}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{221}, \text{OK}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Display}\_\text{options}\_\text{menu}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Request}\_\text{withdraw}, 1 \\
M_{214}, \text{Request}\_\text{amount}, 1 \\
M_{224}, \text{Insert}\_\text{amount}, 1 \\
M_{215}, \text{Display}\_\text{balance}, 1 \\
M_{216}, \text{Eject}\_\text{cash}, 1 \\
M_{217}, \text{Eject}\_\text{card}, 1 \\
M_{218}, \text{Request}\_\text{take}\_\text{cash/card}, 1 \\
M_{219}, \text{Take}\_\text{cash/card}, 1 \\
M_{219}, \text{Display}\_\text{main}\_\text{screen}, 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 4a Scenario matrix for withdrawal

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sc}_2 &= \begin{bmatrix}
M_{211}, \text{Display}\_\text{main}\_\text{screen}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Insert}\_\text{card}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Request}\_\text{password}, 1 \\
M_{222}, \text{Enter}\_\text{password}, 1 \\
M_{223}, \text{Verify}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{241}, \text{Verify}\_\text{card}\_\text{with}\_\text{bank}, 1 \\
M_{241}, \text{OK}\_\text{bank}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{221}, \text{OK}\_\text{account}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Display}\_\text{options}\_\text{menu}, 1 \\
M_{212}, \text{Request}\_\text{deposit}, 1 \\
M_{214}, \text{Request}\_\text{insert}\_\text{cash}, 1 \\
M_{224}, \text{Insert}\_\text{amount}, 1 \\
M_{225}, \text{Display}\_\text{balance}, 1 \\
M_{216}, \text{Eject}\_\text{cash}, 1 \\
M_{217}, \text{Eject}\_\text{card}, 1 \\
M_{218}, \text{Request}\_\text{take}\_\text{cash/card}, 1 \\
M_{219}, \text{Take}\_\text{cash/card}, 1 \\
M_{219}, \text{Display}\_\text{main}\_\text{screen}, 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 4b Scenario matrix for deposit
To further our example, we can imagine two more scenarios: one in which the user changes his/her password and one of videotaping. We assume that the system is created in such a way that whenever a password is being changed, the operation is being videotaped. This creates a “conjunction” type of relationship between the two scenarios (denoted using “∧”), which can be expressed as follows:

$$Sc_4 \land Sc_3,$$

where $Sc_4$ represents the change password scenario and $Sc_3$ represents the videotaping scenario.

V. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TEST CASE GENERATION

After the process of representing the requirements as scenarios, along with expressing the relationship between these scenarios, is completed, we can proceed to generating test cases.

When it comes to test case generation, we follow two different directions. First, we generate so-called “primary” test cases, from the individual scenarios. We achieve this by traversing paths through each sequence diagram. The scenario matrices are used as basis to generate the testing paths. This is a straightforward process: one primary test case will be generated for each sequence diagram. (The description of the algorithm for defining the path is currently at the stage of work in progress.)

Ensuring the correctness according to the primary test cases relieves some of the burden of the tester for larger system testing. This is equivalent to starting with small steps, testing “primary” behaviour first, and only afterwards addressing more complex behaviour.

After primary tests are generated, we advance towards generating the secondary tests. They are generated not from the initial (“primary”) requirements specifications, represented as scenarios, but from the enhanced requirements specifications that we proposed, which reflect the relationships between scenarios (thus the use of “secondary”). The secondary tests are generated by traversing paths in the dependency diagrams, with the information in the scenario matrices.

In our ATM example, primary testing includes four different test cases. The first one corresponds to making sure that the requirement illustrated in $Sc_0$, i.e. checking the card with the bank as the initial step in any ATM transaction, is fulfilled. In the other tests we check whether the withdrawal transaction works according to the requirements expressed in $Sc_1$: we do the same for $Sc_2$ and $Sc_3$, in order to test the functionalities of depositing cash and transferring cash.

In most specification-based testing approaches, these are the only tests that we could generate: 4 scenarios give birth to 4 test cases. Using our approach, in the event that these four different tests are successful, we can advance to secondary testing, thus generating additional test cases. Each existing dependency diagram gives birth to a secondary test case. In this activity, the tester can verify that a more complex requirement is fulfilled without defect: approaching the ATM machine and performing any of the
three transactions (withdrawal, deposit or transfer) successfully. The fact that each individual ("primary", as we named it) scenario is error free is not a guarantee that, when combined with another scenario, the system will be error free, as well. While we cannot perform an exhaustive testing, we can bring the developer one step closer to identifying as many errors as possible in the program, by testing increasingly complex behaviour.

Our future work will describe in detail both processes: that of primary test case generation, as well as that of secondary test case generation.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is a wide variety of research dealing with test case generation, either specification-based or model-based. Pahwa and Solanki offer a review of UML based test case generation methods [13]. Among the methods included in their work, the research of M. Sarma et al. is presented [14]. The authors offer an approach of generating test cases from UML design diagrams. They propose use case diagram graphs and sequence diagram graphs, integrated to form a System Testing Graph; this graph is traversed to generate test cases.

Shanthy and Kumar propose test case generation by means of UML sequence diagrams using genetic algorithms, offering the best test case path [9]. Liu and Huang propose a process and a set of rules for conflict analysis in class diagrams, which can reinforce requirements analysis tasks [15]. In [16], a framework for the automated generation of use case diagrams is proposed. By developing use case diagrams and activity diagrams, functional test cases are generated. Olajubu et.al [17] present work on automating the generation of test cases from software requirement models. They represent requirements using a modeling notation and automatically generate test cases using model to text transformation techniques.

The work presented in [20] offers an overview of research in automatic test case generation, considering 5 techniques: symbolic execution and program structural coverage testing, model-based test case generation, combinatorial testing, adaptive random testing and search-based testing.

While many research papers propose test case generation from specifications, including from sequence diagrams/scenarios, the novelty brought by our work is that scenarios as representation of requirements are not considered in isolation, but in relation to other scenarios. This is where our newly introduced dependency diagrams come into place, by reflecting these relationships.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our paper proposed a method of generating test cases from information contained in scenarios as representation of requirements, along with information included in dependency diagrams, which show relationships between various scenarios. Through our approach we allowed the creation of more complex test cases, ensuring that a larger proportion of requirements are actually tested.

We are in the process of defining a formal description for generating primary test cases from the scenario matrices, as well as secondary test cases from the dependency diagrams. Furthermore, as future work, we intend to integrate our approach in a full system and provide a framework that allows semi-automatic test case generation.
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